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1. Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d.        

1. Nearly 10 million people ……… in Greece. 

a. has been living    b. are living  c. live   d. were living 

 

2. I don’t mind …………. but I hate ………….. my room. 

a. cooking, tidying b. to cook, tidy c. cooking, tidy d. to cook, to tidy 

 

3. A nurse is a person ……….. works with doctors and looks after sick people. 

a. which   b. whom  c. who   d. whose 

 

4. I ……………. sleep very well, but then I started doing yoga and it really helps. 

a. got used to  b. didn’t use to c. am not used to  d. used to 

 

5. Agatha Christie was born in 1890 and ……………. in 1976.  

a. was died  b. has died  c. did die  d. died   

 

6. Don’t worry- I’m sure the homework …………. be easy. 

a. should   b. won’t  c. must   d. will  

 

7. She ……….. travel all over the world if she ……… rich. 

a. will, will be  b. would, were  c. would, will be d. is going to, was 

 

8. Let’s listen to the weather forecast to see if it ……………. tomorrow. 

a. is raining  b. will raining  c. is going to rain d. rains 

 

9. All my CDs …………………… last night. 

Kitöltő kódja: 
 

ELÉRT PONTSZÁM: __________/100 
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a. were stolen  b. have stolen  c. have been stealing d. are stolen 

 

10. She ……………… when her sister ……………………. home. 

a. was sleeping, came b. slept, came  c. slept, was coming d. has been sleeping, came 

 

11. We ……….. late if you …………. hurry. 

a. are, don’t   b. will be, don’t c. will be, won’t d. are going to be, won’t 

 

12. This book ………………….. by my sister. 

a. was written  b. is wrote  c. has written  d. has been wrote 

 

13. I ……………….. to go to school six days a week when I was your age. 

a. was having  b. have had  c. had   d. was had 

 

14. You will not pass your maths exam unless you ………….. extremely lucky. 

a. are   b. won’t be   c. aren’t  d. will be 

 

15. They have been married ……………more than twenty years. 

a. since   b. for   c. after   d. before 

 

16. I …………………… Japanese food before. 

a. have never eaten b. did never eat c. haven’t been eating  d. was eating 

 

17. Julia is an excellent cook ………………. her daughter is a terrible one. 

a. although  b. even though  c. however  d. whereas  

 

18. I have decided to work hard from the beginning …………………. fail the exam. 

a. so that   b. in order not to c. so as to  d. therefore 

 

19. Our house has four bedrooms: I have the ………….. 

a. most smallest  b. more small  c. smallest  d. smaller 

 

 

20. ………….. of the people in the room welcomed Peter. 

a. Any   b. None  c. Everyone  d. Somebody 

______/20p 
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2. Circle the correct word.          

 

1. It’s hard not to rise/ still / raise your voice when you’re arguing with someone. 

2. If you leave your bike unlocked, somebody might rob / steal / thief it. 

3. Can you remind / memorise / remember me to call my mum later? 

4. It’s incredibly foggy. I can hardly / just / hard see anything. 

5. The plane got / took / put off late because of the bad weather. 

6. Do you have to tour / journey/ travel much in your job? 

7. My boyfriend and I often discuss / argue / agree about his friends. I really don’t like them. 

8. The tour guide warned / advised / suggested us that the area was dangerous at night. 

9. My daughter will do anything to avoid / prevent / deny doing housework. She is really lazy. 

10. We went / got / made off the bus outside the theatre. 

11. This is very difficult! Can you give me a favour / help / hand?  

12. Can you prescribe / describe / notice him? What does he look like? 

13. Be careful! You will drop / fell / fallen the vase! 

14. The police are investigating / questioning / testing the mystery. 

15. The boys play football every day expect / accept / except for Sundays. 

 

______/15p 
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3. Match the two halves of the sentences. There are two extra ones that you do 

not need to use. Write the letters in the boxes under the numbers. 

1. It’s so practical to carry 

2. I enjoy doing 

3. You must go through 

4. I’m looking 

5. I don’t drink fizzy drinks to keep 

6. I’ve broken 

7. I think you’ve caught 

8. It’s a good idea for you to get some 

9. I hate to go back 

10. I have to give up 

 

 

 

 

a) my job because I have no time for 

myself. 

b) my left arm twice. 

c) the flu. 

d) rest to get better soon. 

e) because I have to lose weight. 

f) the centre of the town to get to the 

City Hall. 

g) fit and healthy. 

h) a money belt when you’re on a trip. 

i) until I have become fit. 

j) to work after a long holiday. 

k) for the hospital. Do you know where it 

is? 

l) tax-free shopping. 

 

 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

          

 

______/10p 
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4. Complete the text with the correct words from the box. There are two extra 

words that you do not need to use.      

 

Venus, close, same, smaller, realised, worked, physician, sun, moon, average, position, exactly, 

further, astronomy, system, night, stars 

 

Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543) 

 

was a Polish lawyer, (1)………………….., economist and artist. He was also a talented 

mathematician, and began to think about (2)……………………….. in the early 1500s. He 

(3)………………………… that a heliocentric (sun-centred) (4)………………… explained the 

(5)…………………………… of the other planets and their relationship with Earth. He noticed that 

Mercury and Venus are (6)……………………….to the sun, but Mars, Jupiter and Saturn can be 

seen at (7)……………….., when the sun is below the horizon. He concluded that the orbits of 

Mercury and Venus were (8)…………………….. than Earth’s, so Mercury and (9)……………… 

must be nearer the (10)……………….. The orbits of the other three planets were larger than Earth’s, 

so these (11)………………….. must be further away from the sun. He also (12)…………………… 

out that the planets did not have an (13)…………………………… circular orbit of the sun. He 

estimated the (14)……………………… distances of these planets from the sun. Incredibly, his 

estimates are almost the (15)……………………… as modern estimates. 

______/15 

 

5. Answer the questions. Write full sentences.      

  

1. What is your English teacher like? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. How do you celebrate your birthday? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What is your favourite pastime? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What do you usually use your mobile phone for? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What things should friends never do? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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6. What is the best way to lose weight? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. What are you wearing now? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. What job would you like to have when you grow up? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. What are the advantages of staying at a hotel when you are on holiday? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Why do people keep pets? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______/10 

 

6. Ask questions to the underlined words.      

 
1. All the factory workers have gone on strike. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. They would love a cup of coffee. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. We have invited her to our dinner party. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Laura is tall, slim and beautiful. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. It’s cold and foggy. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. The lake is three metres deep. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

7. She weighs fifty-two kilos. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

8. That’s Maria’s car over there. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Carlotta was driving too fast. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

10. They wanted to give us a surprise party. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

______/10 
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7. Read the text and decide if the following statements are true or false. Write 

T or F. 

            

Review of The Hot Pepper Pot, Manchester 

‘Worst restaurant ever’ 

Review by Robodobo23 

 

I visited this restaurant last week. I was very disappointed with the professionalism, the service and 

most of all, the FOOD! When you enter The Hot Pepper Pot, you are greeted by a short man, who is 

also short of good manners. We were a group of ten, but this man led us to a small table. When we 

asked for a bigger table – there were two – he said they were booked. Nobody else came to this 

restaurant while we were there! We were squeezed onto a small table while larger tables stayed 

empty. The short man returned with the menus, which were dirty and torn. He practically threw them 

at us. We had to order our food and drinks separately, for no good reason. The food came almost 

immediately – suspicious! – but by the time the drinks were served, we had finished eating. The food 

itself was awful! Way too spicy! The chicken wings were greasy and nothing but gristle.  The aloo 

gobi was cold and the potatoes were rock solid, hard enough to break your teeth on. My best friend 

had tandoori chicken for his main course and it was burnt. The chapattis were tiny and very 

expensive.  Every time we asked about our drinks, the waitress kept saying they were on their way, 

but nothing arrived. Finally, when the bill arrived, there was a 10% service charge added but the 

service was non-existent. We decided not to pay it. We left, feeling most unhappy. To cap it all, the 

short man chased us down the street – he can run fast! – asking for the missing 10%. Do not go to 

this restaurant, it is the worst restaurant ever.  

 

1. The reviewer has given his real name.    ___ 

2. He scored the restaurant two stars.     ___ 

3. He reviewed a restaurant in Manchester.    ___ 

4. A short man is the greeter at this restaurant.    ___ 

5. Robodobo23 went with nine other people.    ___ 

6. The menus were in a good condition.     ___ 

7. The drinks didn’t turn up until they had finished their dinner. ___ 

8. The chapattis were small and cost a lot.    ___ 

9. The waitress brought the drinks immediately.   ___ 

10. The food was quite acceptable.     ___ 

______/10 
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8. What would you say in the following situations? 
 

1. A barátod mindig fáradt az iskolában. Adj neki tanácsot. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Éhes vagy. Rendeld meg telefonon a kedvenc pizzádat. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Kérd meg anyukádat, hogy vigyen haza az iskolai buli után. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Londonban vagy, nem tudod, hogy juthatsz el a British Museum-ba. Kérj útbaigazítást. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Kérdezd meg a barátodat, hogy járt-e már Egyiptomban.  

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

6.  Hívd el barátodat szombaton moziba. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. Orvosnál vagy, sorold fel a megfázásod tüneteit. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. Kérdezd meg barátodat, hogy rendszeresen focizott-e, amikor 5 éves volt. (Már nem focizik.) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

9. Kérdezd meg, hogy mikor találták fel a telefont.  

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

10. Boltban vagy, szeretnéd tudni, mennyibe kerül az új Harry Potter video játék. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

______/10 


